Abstract. We derive the group structure for cyclotomic function fields obtained by applying the Carlitz action for extensions of an initial constant field. The tame and wild structures are isolated to describe the Galois action on differentials. We show that the associated invariant rings are not polynomial.
Introduction
Let F q denote the finite field of q elements, where q " p r is a power of the prime integer p. Let d be a nonnegative integer. Consider the rational function field F q d pT q. The Carlitz exponential map for F q d is defined as
This defines an action by T , which may be extended F q d -linearly to an action by elements of F q d rT s, according to (1) M "
The Carlitz modules Λ q d ,M are then the torsion F q d -modules within the algebraic closure F q d pT q via this action. We note that this does depend upon the choice of d. Henceforth, for a polynomial M P F q d rT s, we let K q d ,M denote the cyclotomic function field for F q d and M , which is obtained by adjoining to F q d pT q the Carlitz module Λ q d ,M . These function fields are called cyclotomic as they are derived from an exponential function in positive characteristic and enjoy many of the same properties of the classical cyclotomic extensions of Q [12, Chapter 12] . We suppose henceforth that M P F q rT s and that M splits over F q d rT s. As in [14] , one may determine explicitly the holomorphic differentials for K q d ,M . Here, we relate this situation to the original cyclotomic function field K q,M . We first prove the essential result:
This allows us to understand the differentials of K q,M in terms of those of K q d ,M by examining Galois covers. Henceforth, we denote
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One then obtains naturally the following tower of fields:
The group H q d ,M was studied by Chapman [3] when M P F q rT s is square-free, in order to give a normal integral basis of the ring of integers of K q,M over F q rT s. This cannot be done in the same fashion if M contains a square P 2 of an irreducible polynomial P P F q rT s, as under the wild ramification at P in K q,M the integer ring is no longer a free F q rT s module. Here, we study H q d ,M more generally, as the genus is invariant under constant extensions, so that identification of the space of differentials of K q,M reduces to identifying those differentials of K q d ,M which are fixed by the action of H q d ,M .
The Frobenius map on F q d {F q permutes the roots of M , and the group H q d ,M is nontrivial: Even in the case where M " P is irreducible over F q rT s and degpM q " d, |H q d ,M | " pq d´1 q d´1 . The group H q d ,M may be described in a simple, explicit way in terms of the Carlitz action. The abelian Galois group GalpK q d ,M {F q d pTis naturally a GalpF q d {F-module, and denoting GalpF q d {F" xσy, the group H q d ,M may be described as
This is proven in Lemma 2.3. In general, the absolute Galois groupẐ " GalpF q {Facts on the cyclotomic function fields, and this action may be precisely described using the group structure of H q d ,M . This point of view, where the arithmetic part of a Galois group is acting on the geometric part, is a unifying notion. One may see, for example, the seminal article of Y. Ihara [7] .
We devote Section 2 to the description of H q d ,M . In Section 3, we examine the tame structures arising within this group and give an explicit Kummer generator of the tame part of H q d ,M . Section 4 describes the wild component of H q d ,M , including the higher ramification groups and different. Cyclotomic function fields may also be viewed as towers of Kummer and Artin-Schreier extensions, whose form we give in Section 5. Section 6 describes the Galois module structure of the differentials of K q,M . We concern ourselves with the group H q d ,M as its invariants yield differentials on the constant extension F q d K q,M of K q,M , and constant extensions do not alter the genus, so that it suffices to give a description of the differentials of F q d K q,M in order to understand the Galois module structures for K q,M . The holomorphic differentials are comprised of products of generators of the Carlitz modules. In order to compute the H q d ,M -invariant differentials, we will employ modular invariant theory. For fixed q d and M , our constructions provide an algorithm for the computation of invariants and holomorphic differentials for the function field K q,M . As we show in Section 6, the invariant ring for the algebra of Carlitz generators is not polynomial. This shows that a closed formula for a basis for holomorphic differentials will be quite complicated in general, despite that it can be done when M splits over F q [14] .
Preliminary results

2.1.
Inclusions of cyclotomic function fields. We now give the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For a global field K, let SpL{Kq denote the collection of places of K which split completely in L. By Bauer's theorem [12, Theorem 11.5 .1], we have for a global function field K and two Galois extensions
Thus, the extension K q,M is contained in K q d ,M if, and only if, the places of F q pT q which split in
where O P q d denotes the valuation ring for P q d in K q d ,M and P q d its maximal ideal, o p the valuation ring for p in K and p its maximal ideal. In the analogous notation, we thus have
In particular, it follows that
and that the place
Notice that p cannot be infinity, as infinity is not split in cyclotomic extensions (the ramification index is the size of the constant field minus one [12, Theorem 12.4.6] ). It follows that the place p q d is associated with an irreducible polynomial P q d P F q d rT s. By cyclotomic function field theory, for example, Proposition 12.5.2 of Villa-Salvador [12] , the inertia degree of p q d is equal to the order of P q d modulo M . In fact, we may write
where P is associated with p in F q rT s and the polynomials P i are the (distinct) factors of P in F q d pT q. We also know that the finite places of F q d which divide M ramify in K q d ,M , and hence are not completely split. Also, we know that P q d " P i for some i, but also that P q d was an arbitrary choice of place, which could be done as the extensions we consider are all Galois. Thus pP i , M q " 1 for all i " 1, . . . , k, from which it follows that pP, M q " 1. By cyclotomic function field theory, we also know that the order of P modulo M in F q rT s is equal to the inertia degree of p in K q,M . For each i " 1, . . . , k, let o h,i denote the order of
We may then write P o h,i i´1 " F M for some F P F q d rT s. As the Galois action of F q d pT q{F q pT q is transitive, it follows that for any j " 1, . . . , k, there exists σ P GalpF q d pT q{F q pTsuch that σpP i q " P j . It follows that
i´1 q " σpF M q " σpF qM, where σpF q P F q d rT s by definition of the Galois action of F q d pT q{F q pT q. It follows by symmetry that the order of each P i modulo M is the same. We therefore set o h :" o h,i for i " 1, . . . , k. It follows from this that
and hence the order o P of P modulo M is at most o h . As the polynomials P i , i " 1, . . . , k are completely split in K q d ,M , it follows from the cyclotomic theory that o h " 1, and thus o P ď o h " 1. Thus, the place p associated with P is completely split in K q,M . We have thus shown that if a place p of K " F q pT q splits completely in K q d ,M , then it must also split completely in K q,M . Hence, by Bauer's theorem, it follows that
Henceforth, as we frequently distinguish between F q rT s and F q d rT s, we denote A 1 :" F q rT s and A d :" F q d rT s. The following properties of Galois extensions may be easily deduced from the previous theorem (see also [12, Chapter 12] ).
We now fix a basis 1 " v 1 , . . . , v d of F q d as a vector space over F q , and we write
As M P A 1 by definition, we then have
Also, the group GalpK q d ,M {K q,M q fits in the short exact sequence
For ease of notation, we define
where the Galois action is induced by the Carlitz action by elements of pF q d rT s{M q˚.
gives rise to another short exact sequence:
By standard arguments of group theory, the Galois group GalpF q d {Facts by conjugation on G q d ,M of an inverse section of the map π. We note that as the group G q d ,M is abelian, this action is well defined, i.e., independent of the choice of the section of π. (2) . The natural action of σ P GalpF q d {Fon ρ D is given by conjugation. As such, we have
The group
where σpDq simply denotes the image of D P A d under the natural action of σ in F q d . We have 
Proof.
(1) The natural action on subgroups of a Galois groups is the conjugation action. The field
is a subfield of K q d ,M which is invariant, albeit not pointwise, under the action of GalpF q d {F. Let σ be a generator of the cyclic group GalpF q d {F. As both
q be a generator of the cyclic Galois group. As G q,M is the Galois group of a geometric extension, it follows that the group
hence it is isomorphic to G q,M . On the other hand, we have proven that
and we arrive at
2.5. Reduction to irreducible factors of M . We now reduce the computation of the structure of the group H q d ,M to the study of the corresponding groups for the irreducible components of M . Let M P F q rT s be of degree k, with factorization in
where the polynomials M j are irreducible, monic and of degree s j |d. In the finite field F q d , the polynomials M j P F q rT s factor into linear factors in F q d rT s. We write
The field K q,M is the compositum of the fields
, each of which is, in turn, a subfield of
. This yields the following diagram:
The problem of determining the structure of the group H q d ,M may therefore be reduced to determination of each of the groups
. This means that we may assume M to be a power P α of an irreducible polynomial P P F q rT s. Thus, as a consequence of Lemma 2.3, we now study the group G q d ,P , where P is an irreducible polynomial in F q rT s of degree s|d. The splitting field of P is equal to F q s . By definition, we have the following short exact sequence:
where
The field K q d ,P α is the compositum of a generalised Artin-Schreier extension with the Kummer extension K q d ,P {F q d pT q. The subfield F q d K q,P α has a similar decomposition, into a generalised Artin-Schreier extension with Galois group Z{q α´1 Z with the Kummer extension F q d K q,P {F q d pT q. We have the following tower of fields:
t t t t t t t t t t
r r r r r r r r r r F q d pT q Lemma 2.6. Let σ P GalpF q d {F, and for each i " 1, . . . , α, let
Proof. By construction, we have σpF q d pT" F q d pT q and σpK q d ,P i q " K q d ,P i , for each i " 1, . . . , α. The Galois group GalpK q d ,P α {F q d pTis congruent to the direct product of the cyclic group Fq d with the p-group GalpF α {F q d pT qq. By definition, we have that F q d pT q Ă σpF α q Ă K q d ,P α , whence σpF α q corresponds to a Galois group H which is isomorphic to a cyclic group of order q d´1 . As there is a unique such subgroup in GalpK q d ,P α {F q d pT qq, it follows that σpF α q " F α .
The result for F i for each i " 1, . . . , α´1 follows by induction.
We note that property (2) in Lemma 2.6 implies that pσ´1qG q d ,P corresponds to a subgroup of H q d ,P , and by order comparisons, we obtain that the unique such submodule of G q d ,P is given by the image of the map σ´1. For a realisation of a Kummer model of K q,P , we refer to Section 3.
Tame structure
In order to understand H q d ,P , we will describe the character group of G q d ,P using the torsion of the Carlitz module. We know by prime decomposition [12, Chapter 12] 
The torsion modules Λ q d ,T´ρi are defined as
Let λ i be a generator of Λ q d ,T´ρi as an A d -module. Then λ i satisfies the equation
Lemma 3.1. Let σ be a generator of the cyclic group GalpF q d {F. Then
where ζ σ,i is a pq d´1 qst root of unity, which depends on both σ and i.
Proof. Consider the action of σ on (6). If i ă s, then
i`1 . The result follows in this case. The proof for i " s is the same, except that σpρ s q " ρ 1 .
On the other hand, the action of G q d ,P on λ i is given by multiplication by elements in Fq d . Indeed, if f P F q d rT s and pf, P q " 1, then f pρ i q ‰ 0 for all i " 1, . . . , s. By definition of the Carlitz action˚d, and the fact that λ i is a pT´ρ i q-torsion point it follows that
Definition. Let ζ be a fixed choice of primitive pq d´1 qst root of unity. We define the dual elements tσk u P Gq d ,P such that
Remark 3.2. As s | d we have that pq s´1 q | pq d´1 q. The element
generates a cyclic subgroup of G q d ,P of order q s´1 .
Lemma 3.3. For each i 0 " 1, . . . , s, consider the polynomials
pρ j´ρi q‹ ‚¨λj.
Proof. The proof follows immediately from (7).
Lemma 3.4. For each i 0 " 1, . . . , s, consider the elements
Furthermore, the elements Z i0 are primitive pq s´1 qst roots of unity.
Proof
which concludes the proof.
Recall that each generator λ i of Λ q d ,T´ρi satisfies (6). The elements λ i define characters σλ i " χ λi by Kummer theory, which are given by
In particular, we find that
We now write Z 1 " ζ α 1 for some α P N, pα, q s´1 q " 1. The character group of G q d ,P is non-canonically isomorphic to G q d ,P . Moreover, letting n " q s´1 , the quotient map in (3) gives
which by duality yields the injection of the cyclic group Z{nZ
For each i " 1, . . . , s, let σ i be chosen generators of the ith direct summand in the decomposition given in (5) of the group G q d ,P , and consider a dual basis σi of Gq d ,P such that
where δ ij is Kronecker's δ. An injection ι : xgy " Z{nZ Ñ Gq d ,P is described by giving the coordinates of the generator g, i.e., (8) ιpgq "
Furthermore, the element ιpgq has order n if, and only if, at least one of the integers b i is prime to n. Also, the character ιpgq given in (8) is associated (via the Kummer correspondence) to the element
Lemma 3.5. For each i " 1, . . . , s, the exponent b i in (9) may be explicitly and recursively determined.
Proof. For the Frobenius generator σ of the cyclic group GalpF q s {Fand L as defined in (9), the element σpLq is a generating radicand of the Kummer extension, and therefore has the form σpLq " L µ a q s´1 , for some µ P N such that pµ, q s´1 q " 1 and some a P F q d pT q. This implies that
which in turn implies for each i " 2, . . . , s that
and also that b s " µb 1 mod q s´1 .
We let µ 1 be the inverse of µ modulo q d´1 . This yields
We can thus select µ 1 " q to obtain the appropriate value of µ 1 mod pq s´1 q. It may also be assumed without loss that b 1 " 1.
We have thus proven the following result. Proposition 3.6. The model of the function field F q d K q,P is given by the Kummer extension:
The Galois module structure of such extensions is known by the work of Boseck. Also, by Kummer theory, the ramification index of the factors of the generating radicands is given by
Furthermore, by the theory of Carlitz modules, we may also easily see that there is ramification over all places corresponding to the linear factors T´ρ i of P in A d . It follows that pb i , q s´1 q " 1, for each i " 1, . . . , s. As there is ramification of degree q´1 at infinity in K q,P {F q pT q, we obtain
We have the following tower of fields and ramified places over F q d pT q:
s,1¨¨¨Bs,q s´1 q d´1 q s´1 
Remark 3.7. In the special case s " d, there is no ramification over B 1 , . . . , B s in the extension
Wild structure
We now proceed to the case M " P α , where P P F q rT s is again an irreducible polynomial of degree s | d. By previous arguments, it is easily seen that the abelian Galois group GalpK q d ,P α {F q pTmay be written as the direct product
There is a very precise way to describe the group P q d ,P α , which is also used in the elementary proof of the Kronecker-Weber theorem for rational function fields [10] . Proposition 4.1 (Proposition 5.1 [10] ). Let r be a positive integer. The group P q r ,P α is an abelian p-group. Let v q r ,n pαq denote the number of cyclic groups of order p n in the decomposition of P q r ,P α , where s " deg P . Then
where rxs denotes the ceiling function on Q, i.e., the minimum integer greater than or equal to x.
In particular, Proposition 4.1 holds for both P q,P α and P q d ,P α by setting r " 1 and r " d, respectively. For the Kummer extensions P q,P and P q d ,P , we must realise the Galois group
For this, we obtain the exact sequence
where the structure of the abelian p-group P q,P α " GalpF q d K Gq,P q,P α {F q d pTis given by Proposition 4.1.
Proof. This follows in the same manner as Lemma 2.3, as σpH
In the extension K q d ,P α {F q d K q,P α , there is generally wild ramification: According to [12, Proposition 12.4.5] , the place at infinity is ramified in the extension F q d K q,P α with index q´1 and in the extension K q d ,P α with ramification index q d´1 . Moreover, the ramification degree of P in the extension F q d K q,P α {F q d pT q is equal to q sα´qspα´1q , while the ramification degree of P in extension K q d ,P α {F q d pT q is given by q dα´qdpα´1q [12, Proposition 12.3.14], whence the ramification in extension
We thus obtain the following diagram, where s " pq dα´qdpα´1q q{pq´1q: 
t t t t t t t t t t t F q d pT q P 8
The irreducible polynomial P factors in F q d as (12) P pT q "
where ζ 1 is a primitive pq s´1 qst root of 1. We denote P i " T´ζ
s).
Lemma 4.3. The quotient A d {P α is GalpF q d {F-equivariantly isomorphic to the direct sum of vector spaces:
The group of units pA d {P α q˚satisfies
Proof. It is clear that the following sequence is exact:
Therefore, we can prove by induction that
On the other hand, the map
Consider the class f 0 of f modulo P α´1 , i.e.,
We consider now the multiplication
wheref 0 ,ḡ 0 denote the classes of f 0 , g 0 mod P . It is clear by induction that f is invertible if, and only if,f 0 " f mod P is invertible. We define the following filtration:
The group N 1 is the wild part of pA d {P α q˚. We have the following short exact sequence
where the group structure on N t is multiplicative while the structure on
is additive. The wild part of H q d ,P α consists of elements of the form σpDqD´1 in N 1 , where D P N 1 . The filtration of N 1
and the latter group can be identified with the image of the operator pσ´1qpf q in the additive group The kernel of σ´1 consists of elements px 1 , . . . , x s q such that
Clearly this set has q d elements since all elements are determined by the value of x 1 . Therefore, the image of σ´1 has exactly q dps´1q elements.
Remark 4.5. Given an H q d ,P α -module M, the space of invariants M H is given by
, we can apply recursively the computation of Lemma 4.4 in order to compute H q d ,P α -invariants.
We now turn to ramification groups and the computation of the different. For each i P Z with i ě´1, the ith ramification group of P|p is defined as
where O P denotes the valuation ring at P. We denote G i " G i pP|pq.
Proposition 4.6.
(1) The groups N k defined in (14) have order q dspα´kq for 1 ď k ď n and correspond to the upper ramification filtration at P|p.
Proof. By Proposition 4.6, the lower ramification filtration is given by
The ramification filtration for the group H q d ,P α may be found by intersecting H q d ,P α with G i , so that
where with d " sl, x 
We consider the two towers
We may now proceed with computations within each of these towers.
(1) F q pT q Ă K q,P α . The different D K q,P α {FqpT q is given by [12, prop. 12.7 .1]
where P is the unique place of K q,P α above the place p of F q pT q associated with P . (2) F q d K q,P α {K q,P α is unramified at all places of K q,P α , whence
(3) F q d pT q{F q pT q is also unramified at all places of F q pT q, whence
(4) For the extension K q d ,P α {F q d pT q: As s|d and the polynomial P thus splits completely in F q d rT s, we denote each linear factor of P in
By (17), we may therefore write
.
The result follows.
Tower structures
We now examine cyclotomic function fields as composites of towers of Kummer and Artin-Schreier extensions. Let P P F q rT s be irreducible, whence P possesses only simple roots. We assume once more that deg P " s | d. We now give the recursive definition for the cyclotomic function field K q d ,pT´ρq α .
Lemma 5.1. Let pT´ρq P A d be a factor of P , where ρ P F q s -A 1 {P . Then the field K q d ,pT´ρq α may be described recursively by a tower of composita of explicitly determined Kummer and Artin-Schreier extensions over F q d pT q.
Proof. We first consider the case α " 2, i.e., the cyclotomic function field K q d ,pT´ρq 2 generated over F q d pT q by the torsion points of pT´ρq 2 . By definition of the Carlitz action˚d, we have
We denote X " pT´ρq˚d u. The equation
T´ρqX " 0 implies that either X " 0 or X q d´1 "´pT´ρq. Let λ be a solution of the second equation, so that λ q d´1 "´pT´ρq. The general torsion point for pT´ρq 2 over F q d may then be described by the equation
We set u " U λ, which yields
whence we obtain
We have thus constructed the following tower of fields:
The field K q d ,pT´ρq 2 is therefore the compositum of a Kummer extension and an Artin-Schreier extension, where a root u of the torsion point equation pT´ρq 2˚d u is given by u " U λ. One may now easily proceed inductively: Let U 2 :" U be the element given in (18), and let u 2 " U 2 λ. A solution of pT´ρq 3˚d u 3 " 0 is then given by
T´ρ .
(We note that u 2 {λ
In this way, we may build a tower of successive Artin-Schreier extensions. We have thus obtained the extended diagram
This completes the proof.
Within the diagram (19), we have described the Kummer model of the extension F q d K q,P α {F q d pT q. By the arguments of §2 on Kummer covers, it thus remains to describe the Artin-Schreier-Witt model of the extension
We may therefore prove the following corollary. Proof. For each linear factor T´ρ i of P , we consider the generating elements U piq j , j " 1, . . . , α, of the fields K q d ,pT´ρiq α , each of which satisfies the equatioń
By the Chinese remainder theorem once more, we obtain an equality with the compositum
As before, let σ be a generator of the cyclic group GalpF q d {Fsuch that σpρ i q " ρ i`1 , for each i " 1, . . . , s´1, and σpρ s q " ρ 1 . For each i " 1, . . . , s´1, we have
We may normalise without loss the selection of elements U piq 2 so that
Proceeding inductively, we thus obtain
By the correspondence of Artin-Schreier extensions to additive characters, we know that the field F q d K Fq q,P 2 is given by an Artin-Schreier equation
On the other hand, the field K q,P 2 is invariant under the action of the generator σ. It follows that there exists an element c i P F q d pT q such that
By uniqueness of partial fraction expansions, this yields that b 1 " b 2 "¨¨¨" b s . In order to consider the higher powers j " 3, . . . , α, one may then proceed inductively, or alternatively, via a standard Witt vector construction [6] .
Galois module structure
Let π : X Ñ Y be a Galois ramified cover with Galois group H, and let df be a differential on Y . Let π˚denote the pullback. The divisor pπ˚pdfY of π˚pdf q in Y is given by π˚div Y pdf q`R X{Y . This allows us to compute holomorphic differentials on X via functions g P kpXq such that div X pgq`div X pdf q is holomorphic [1] . H-invariant differentials on X correspond to meromorphic differentials Ω Y pDq of Y with a well-prescribed set of poles and pole orders, where D can be explicitly prescribed. We let I X (resp. I Y ) denote the collection of integral divisors of X (resp. Y ). Let df be a differential of Y , and let
be the ramification divisor of X{Y . An H-invariant differential on X is given by h df, where h P kpY q. We observe that h df is holomorphic if, and only if, the divisor phq X pπ˚pdfX P I X . By then taking the pushforward, we see that this condition is equivalent to
An easy computation yields that
where δ i is the differential exponent at P i , and therefore, the set of H-invariant differentials can be identified with the space of functions
Here, X and Y are the curves corresponding to the function fields K q d ,P α and F q d K q,P α , respectively. We know that
where S " αq α´p α`1qq α´1 [12] . The divisor π˚pdiv Y pdtqq is given by
Remark 6.1. In the special case that s " d, ramification is tame in the extension K q d ,P α {F q d K q,P α , so that D " 0 and the invariant elements thus satisfy
A holomorphic differential on X is given by a differential of the form
dT, which is invariant under the action of H q d ,M [14] . By the Chinese remainder theorem, the class of an element D P F q d rT s modulo Upper triangular matrices of the form (24) are known as Toeplitz matrices. In this way, we obtain a representation of Fq d inside the algebraic subgroup of upper triangular matrices T α pF q d q given by the ideal of relations I :" xT i,i`µ´Tj,j`µ for all 1 ď i ď α and 0 ď j ď n´1y, i.e., the algebraic group given by the affine coordinate ring krT i,j , detpT i,j q´1s{xT i,j : i ą j, Iy and the corresponding finite group of Lie type defined by the fixed points of the d-th power of the Frobenius. so that the function ρ satisfies the cocycle condition ρpσ 1 σ 2 q " ρpσ 1 q σ2 ρpσ 2 q. The multidimensional Hilbert's 90 theorem asserts that there is an element ℘ P GLpV q such that ρpσq " ℘´1℘ σ . Moreover, the elements ω (20)) consists of meromorphic differentials with allowed poles at D, and it is only necessary to select the holomorphic differentials among these.
